Visitekaartje

Deli2Go: delicatessen & meals
ready to take home
This raised semi-vertical refrigerated wall unit puts your
delicatessen in the spotlight, boosting impulse sales. Fresh
products or pre-packed ready-made meals are displayed at
eye level, encouraging customers to grab them and go. Simply
put, Deli2Go! An extra feature is that the shelves can easily be
adjusted for a more dynamic presentation.

Sales-increasing presentation

KEY FEATURES:
Raised presentation of
pre-packed products

Deli2Go is the tallest unit in our range. Its open look and design draw

Flexible adjustable shelves

the eye to delicatessen like cheese, meat products and fresh meals.

Solid

And since the products are displayed at eye level, consumers are

Climate class 3M1

enticed to make more impulse purchases. This spacious refrigerated

Flexible usage options

wall cabinet allows you to showcase a wide range of fresh products.

LED lighting below (optional)
Night cover (optional)
Decorative shelf front (optional)

DELI2GO | REFRIGERATED TAKE-AWAY WALL CABINET

Dedicated to freshness
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Flexible shelf set-up
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Deli2Go can be used for any product, from cheese to
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pizzas, tapas, salads, pasta and much more thanks to
its segmented shelves of different widths. This allows
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you to set it up exactly as you like, depending on the
products you want to display. It goes without saying
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that thanks to thorough tests conducted in our own
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test lab, Smeva can guarantee a stable product core
temperature that is suitable for the presentation of
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fresh products.

Flexible shelf set-up

Extra height

Night cover curtain (optional)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Model

Deli2Go, raised semi-vertical
refrigerated wall unit

Product temperature

-1 < T > +5 °C (3M1)

Humidification temperature:

-10 °C (at an ambient temperature
of 20 °C)

Cooling capacity

1,100 W/m

Length

2,500 / 3,750 mm

Height

Minimum 1,889 mm

Shelf presentation depth

250 / 350 / 450 mm

Bottom presentation depth

770 mm

Bottom display platform inclination
2°
angle

INTERESTED?
Interested in finding out more
about our Deli2Go display unit
and the possibilities?

Nominal voltage

230 V, 50 Hz

Lighting

LED in lower compartment

Technology

Forced air

some professional advice

Version

Remote

free of charge? E-mail us at

Coolant (variants available upon
request)

R744/R448a/R449a/R134a

sales@smeva.nl or phone us

Interior

RAL lacquer / Optional decorated
shelves

Exterior

RAL lacquer / Closed bottom /
Various skirting options

Or maybe you would like

on +31 (0)40 207 32 00.
We will be happy to help!

